Social dynamics are related with the participants who potentially join in the interactive applications. The most important opportunity which is supplied by the digital media to the users is that; this enables listeners to be the speaker in this communication platform during the process. This platform has become a highly preferred media in order to express feelings, debate and talk about discomforts in terms of social and political problems. The main object of this study is to explicate the event called "Soma disaster" which took place on May 13th, 2014 through the social media, Twitter; and to review the notions like externalization and content sharing in accordance with digital media practices. For this purpose, the most popular 575 twits twitted between 13th and 15th May, 2014 were analyzed via Nvivo 10. When expressions were taken into consideration we could see that those twits mostly reflected the hostility towards the administration. Citizen responses were in the first stage while that of alternative media's were in the second grade. Through these data it has been seen that people, who aren't able to reach out to the mainstream media, externalize their thoughts.
INTRODUCTION
Media applications which have new technological facilities have been changing the classical frame of the traditional mass media devices. Today, we are living in a world where we have 500 channels of televisions with a wide range of internet connection and can be in an interaction through our mobile phones with only a finger touch. This culture enables us to create new methods and have new experiences by combining internet, television and telephones (Hobbs, 2010:15) . Application models which mediate new experiences that are appropriate for such kind of interaction turn the content out supplied by traditional interaction devices which could be controlled by a central information producer and enable the user to have much more control over the interaction system.
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Today, all societies in a macro level are converting themselves into internet, mobile services and medias which are sensitive to interactive locations due to the interactivity potential of the digital media (Finnerman 2011: 84-85) . In this form, people are located as the producer, user and sender via new communication technologies. Hence, they can make personal, social and public contacts with their participant profiles as a means of daily interaction.
According to Kim and Shawhney (2002:211) interactive media, described as a new actional independence, consists of four contiguous elements: a) Communicability: Being able to reach various kinds of communication through the media. Just like single-many, many-many, many-single. b) Flexibility: The flexible use of the media by a person or a group to transfer sound-data or vision. c) Programmability: Usage of media as an information production and distribution platform. d) Creativity: The potential of the participant in terms of creating his own message.
With these characteristics interactive media means much more than those channels that supply packet programmes prepared previously. Interactive media gives the opportunity of a communication platform with various layers of interaction devices that enables the user to control the production and the transition of the info.
EXTERNALISATION NOTION
Today, externalisation is seen as a reflection of the electronic media which has enlarged through the second half of the 20th century and has turned out to be a notion for communication researches (Finnemann, 2011: 70) . According to Rothenbuhler (2009: 287) externalisation is a prerequisite for the detection of the massage that we want to send. During this externalisation period it is necessary to have a channel/ device to forward the message and as for the device it must have a well organised system to define the message sent by others. In this sense, it is necessary for the device to be used widely for forwarding messages which enables the user to reach the definite aim. According to Teo et al. (2003: 283-286 ) the reason why the communication device is mostly preferred than others is its high interactivity level. This high interactivity level raises the usability of the device, enriches the user experiences and supports the spread of social events. In his work by which he explored the history of broadcasting Scannel says (1996 quoted by Hjarvard, 2009: 169) that the most important key of interactivity is sociability. Social and interactive media like messenger, Facebook and LinkedIn strengthen the socialisation. Riesman, as well, (quoted by Hjarvard 2009: 167) has shown that the destroyal of the introversion has risen and people have become more sociable.
In recent years, we encounter with many different examples of externalisation. Especially via popular social media instruments like Facebook and Twitter people can immediately transport their thoughts and audial or visual contents produced by themselves to the others around the world. These sharings provide people to be in a wider experience area (Jenkins: 2002: 4) .
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Social networks like Facebook, YouTube and Twitter are among the devices that support a new social transformation apart from viewer, spectator or consumer (Van Dijk: 2007: 3) . Thanks to the interactivity, listeners, readers and spectators who implied a passive position in traditional media have turned out to be a post-viewer community who has an active role on the device and integrate into the applications smoothly (Sheizaf Rafaeli, 1988: 121 and Faber, 2011: 34) . Therefore, according to Enzensberger (1979: 25) in a media where people can get the information equally, the cultural monopoly of bourgeois class comes to an end. This, on the other hand, enables the user, who joins interactive media, to express himself freely about the communication process. Mollen and Wilson (2010: 921) suggest that the experience of being two different places at the same time during the transfer period of the message has a great importance in terms of interactivity. Although, they don't support a powerful social relationship when compared to face to face communication; users' feeling as if they were together with the others by interactive media can be explained as a reflection of being. According to Rafaeli and Ariel (2007: 76) individuals in different time and places are come together with the emerging of reachable communication technologies. By this way, users' sharing abilities are developed and they attend a communication process.
New communication devices change the norms and practices formed by the traditional media. According to Kaare and Lunby (2008: 107-108 ) new formats with digital media are preferred more day by day. New media, unlike the mainstream one, is defined as the place of the opposite public in terms of creating alternative activities, users' being online which can't widely be seen in traditional media and announcing their problems. Electronic or computer based communication technologies even if it is restricted, simulate the experience of being together with others in other words it animates a social existence. It is possible to say that communication networks strengthen the interactivity to the extent of supporting collective interactivity and the feeling of being there.
Interactive services naturally have a multimedia and it has some characteristics like the clarity of the communication instrument, timing flexibility and feed-back which have important conclusions and the most important of them is the spreading public occasions as a result of criticising, organising and grilling. For example, especially during the period which is called as Arabian Spring by the western media, it is thought that Facebook, YouTube, Twitter ,which have turned out to be a public area for societies, had an important role in organising youngsters' movement (Amır, 2011). Therefore, individuals appear as themselves and their own reality with their preferences and activities in social media.
METHOD
In this study Nvivo 10 has been used for the analysing period. Firstly, popular twits with Soma hash tag between 13rd and 15th, May 2014 were transferred from Twitter to the programme. Totally 575 twits were examined. While examining those twits in accordance with the characteristics of the programme, different kinds of themes were defined and appropriate codes were created. Each twit was encoded to at least a theme. Newsworthy twits themed as National news, News abroad and citizen news; twits like slogans were themed as not for cry but for grill, We are in some with all our heart, Come with your baret, To those who die for a handful coal, the day is as doomed as coal, Resign the murderer of the workers AKP, It is not a destiny, it is a massacre, Not an accident but a murder, They didn't die but were killed; twits with a protest were themed as Citizen protest, TGB protest, Artists' protest, Rock music turkey protest, RedHack protest, student collectives' protest, MHP Protest, IBU Akut Students' protest, Hak-İş protest, Journalists' protest, CHP protest, Alternative media protest, Aktivist protest, AKP protest, Academician protest.
FINDINGS
Among 575 twits with a new theme the highest code number (130) were sent to the national news theme. In national news theme there are also news from alternative media which are not for protest. Citizens' protest had the second highest code number (35). As for news abroad, it has had the lowest coding rate (15) When 575 twits were encoded as slogan themed, 9 main slogans were detected. Not an accident but a murder has the highest rate (11), in the second place was the slogan 'not an accident but a massacre' with a rating (8). Other slogans were the day is as doomed as coal (2), Resign the murderer of the workers AKP (2), not for cry but for grill (1),We are in some with all our heart(1), come with your baret (1) To those who die for a handful coal (1), Thy didn't die but were killed (1) Data that was uploaded to Nvivo themed as the following. Squares at the bottom symbolises the sources from twits page that were transferred as pdf pages to the system. There are themes and sub-themes on top.
CONCLUSION
Traditional media doesn't perform its referred role completely. Journalism which is also called as Citizen's news printing can only be done through social media that can be called as alternative media. As for twits there was a discrimination as news, national news, citizen's news and news abroad. It has been seen that the news from citizens reached nearly the level of national news. In the theme of national news there were not only the news from mainstream media but also the news from alternative media channels. Citizens also show their personal reaction in social media.
Protests told in the social media are reactions against the government. The greatest part of those protests have been presented with the slogans "not an accident but a murder", "not an accident but a massacre" (coded 19 times). Citizens do not have the opportunity to express themselves in the mainstream media. From this point of view it can be said that people have formed a collective identity about Soma in social media (via twits)
When we consider about the protests it can be seen that the reaction of citizens have the highest rate with 134 coding. Social media which is described as "the area of the opposed public" makes unseen facts clearer. Through the protests related with Soma, the experiences of workers started to be seen more in the social media. Protests of alternative media has the second highest rate after citizens' with 101 coding. Other codings were journalists with 24, student collectives with 23 and TGB with 20 coding. Among protests about Soma there are also protests of artists in social media. With 19 coding one can conclude that artists also show their personal reactions.
When protests of main political groups were analysed CHP has had the highest rate with 17 coding. AKP which was at the focus point of protests sent only 1 twit. It was the twit of Burhan Kuzu "Burhan Kuzu@BurhanKuzu-Some politique bastards are ruining everywhere by calling this protests for Soma. They have no respect for our martyres" Only 1 twit from AKP shows that the Turkish government didn't focus on comments about Soma in social media.
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Among popular twits there was only one twit belong to labour unions Hak-İş. Academicians (6), Sportsmen (5) also showed their reactions in social media.
When twits form abroad are examined one can easily see that people in different countries have the opportunity to show their reactions via twits. This shows the power of social media in creating a collective identity. Introversion that has been created by the national media, has been externalised by the social media; therefore people could find the chance to show their reactions and express their thoughts wherever they are.
